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XLI.  l~emarks on a Statement in the Trait6 de M6canique 
of Poisson. By JAMES BooTrb M.A., Principal of, and 
Professor of  Mathematics in Bristol College*. 
I N a work of great and deserved celebrity, to be found in tile hands of every student of mechanical seienee--the Trait~ de 
Mdcanique of Poisson--the author, in determining the three 
principal axes of rotation of a body, states correctly, that a 
principal axe passing through the centre of gravity is also a 
principal axe for any point assumed along this line, but seems 
to have committed an oversight in saying that the two re- 
maining principal axes of the assumed point will vary in di- 
rection as the point shifts along the line. His words are, after 
giving the formula for determining the angle 0 between, the 
principal axe O J  of the point O, and the axis of coordinates 
Ox, " Les int6grales que cette 6quation renferme pourront 
changer de valeur avec la position du point O ; en sorte que 
]e long de l'axe O z, les deux autres axes principaux ne seront 
pas, en g6n6ral, parall~.les ~ eux.m~mes."- -Traitd de M~ca- 
nitre , tom. ii. page 91. 
The equation by which 0 is determined, as given by Pois- 
son, is 
(cos ~ O--sin ~ O) fx2] d m + sin 0 cos 0 ( fx  ~ d m -- ~d ~ d m) = O, 
which may be reduced to 
tan 20 = 2fx3]dm 
f x d m" 
Now of the three coordinates x y z of the particle d m, the 
only one which varies by shifting the point O along the axis 
of Z is z; but the ahove expression for the value of tan 2 0 is 
independent of z, hence the angle 0 is constant, or the prin-. 
cipal axes are always parallel for any point along the line. 
A direct demonstration fi'om established principles of the 
parallelism of the principal axes in this case may be given as 
tbllows : -  
Assuming then that a principal axe of rotation through the 
centre of gravity, is also a principal axe for any point taken on 
this line, let G X, G Y, G Z be the three principal axes of the 
body passing through the centre of gravity G, O any point as- 
sumed on the axis G Z; if the three principal axes through 
this point are not parallel to those, through the centre of 
gravity, let the principal axe O x r make with the line O x, 
which is parallel to the line (3 X, the angle ~ ; let the mo- 
ments of inertia round the principal axes G X, G Y, G Z be 
Communicated by the Author. 
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288 Mr. BootWs Remarks on a Statement b 9 Poisson. 
A, B, C, while the moments of inertia round the principal 
axes Ox  r, Off, OZ are 
At~ B I, C; through the centre z 
of gravity and the point O, m 
let any two arbitrary parallel 
right lines be drawn, G m and 
O n; let the moments of in- 
ertia round these right lines 
be D and D t, aud put tile 
distance G O -- c. 
Let the angle ZGm or 
ZOn be 0, the angle be- 
tween the planes Z G X and " 
ZGm = ¢, then we shall have 
D = As in 20cos  2¢ + Bs in 20sin ~4 + Ccos ~0 (I.) 
But as the line O n is parallel to G m and distant fi'om it by 
the distance c sin 0, we shall have (Trait~ de MJcanique, 
tom. ii. page 53.), M being the mass of the body, 
D f = D + M c ~ sin~ 0, or putting for D its value, 
W = A+sin sM0v 2c°s esin s40 + . . . . . . . . .  B sin s 0 sin s 4 + C cos ~ 0 } (II.) 
The angle between the planes Z O n and Z O~ is (4--co) : 
referring then the moment of inertia D r to the moments of in- 
ertia of the three principal axes passing through the point O, 
we find 
D p = A t sin ~ 0 cos e (4 -- co) + B r sift 20 sin ~ (4 - -  c0)']~ ( i i I  ) 
+ C cos ~ 0 f 
Equating the values of D ~ given bv equations (II.) (III.), 
eliminating and dividing by sin ~ 0, there results 
A cos ~ ¢B+, B sin s 4 + M c e = A'eos ~ (4 -- ~0) f-~(IV') 
+ sin ~ (4--~0) . . . . . . .  
We have now to determine A t, B I. 
Through G let a right line G t be drawn parallel to O xt; 
the moment of inertia round this line is A cos e x + B sin ~- co, 
and as this line passing through the centre of gravity is distant 
from O x ~ by c, the moment of inertia round O x I or A I is 
equal to 
A cos e ~0 + B sin ~ ~o + M cL Similarly, 
B I = As in  ~c0+ Beos ew+ Mc% 
Substituting these values of A t and B I in (IV.), we find 
A cos ~ 4 + B sin s 4 = A{cos ~ ,.o cos ~ (4 --~) + sin~ o~l 
" e • ~ c2 c2 san (¢ -~)}  + U{sm ~cos (4 -~)  + co~ ~ (V.) 
sin~(4-,o) } . . . . . . . . . .  . J  
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Now ¢ = ~ + C--w, hence 
cos ¢ = cos ~ coa (¢--co)- -s in ~ sin (¢- -~) ,  or  
cos u ¢ = cos ~ co cos ~ (¢--co) +s in  ~ ~o sin ~ (~--co)- -2 sin ~ cos 
cos (~- -~)  sin ($--~o). Similarly, 
sin ~ 9 = sin ~ co cos ~ (¢--~o) +cos  2 ~o sin ~ (¢ - -~)+2 sin co cos co 
cos (~- -~)  sin (¢--~o). 
Putt ing these values of  cos ~ ¢, sin ~ ¢. in the first member  of 
(V.) and eliminating, we find 
(A -B)  sin 2 co sin 2 (¢--~0) = 0 . . . .  (VI.)  
Now as ~ is quite arbitrary,  we may always assume it dif- 
fering in value from ~0, hence we may consider sin 2 (¢-0~) 
as always different fi'om zero ; dividing then by this factor, 
equation (VI.) is thus reduced to 
(A - -B)  sin ~ co = 0 . . . . . . .  (V I I . )  
This equation is satisfied when A --- B by any values of w, 
or, in other words, when the moments of inertia round two of  
the principal axes passing through the centre of gravity are 
equal; any pair of  rectangular axes in a plane perpendicular 
to the third principal axe are also principal axes. 
When A is not equal to B, equation (V I I . )  can only be 
"it 
satisfied by the values co = 0, or va = ~,  or the principal 
axe O x t coincides with O x, which is parallel to G X,  hence 
we may deduce the following theorem : -  
The principal axes of rotation of a body passing through 
any point assumed on one of the three principal axes through 
the centre of gravit.y, are always parallel to these axes. 
XL I I .  On the Focal Lengths and Aberrations of a thin Lens 
qf Uniaxal Crystal, bounded b.y Su~:faces which are of Revo- 
h~tion about its Axis. By Sir WILLIAM ROWAN HAMIL- 
TON, P.R.LA.,  Member of several Scientidqc Societies at 
Itome and Abroad, Professor of Astronomy in the University 
of Dublin, and Royal Astronomer of fi'eland*. 
T HE following short investigation may perhaps be not without interest to the students of mathematical optics, 
as serving to il lustrate a general method, and to correct an 
important  error into which an eminent writer has fallen. 
1. Let  a ray of ordinary light, in vacuo, and in the plane 
of x z, proceeding from or towards a given point on the axis 
of z, be incident nearly perpendicularly on a given surface of  
revolution, and there undergo extraordinary refraction at en- 
* Communicated by the Author. 
Phil, May. S. 3. Vol. 19. No. 124. Oct. 1841. U 
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